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Laser Engraved Signs
Laser engraved signs look classic while also staying
affordable. Made for indoor applications only, laser
engraved signs come in a variety of colors and the style
choices are near infinite. Whether you need to label a
single room or a hundred rooms, laser engraved signs
will do a beautiful job of it.
• We have a large amount of color variations to pick
from. You can have everything from a goldtone sign
with black letters to a navy blue sign with white letters.
Even marbled and woodgrain looks are possible.

Blue and white sign with raised lettering and braille

• Letters can be raised or engraved-in as you prefer.
Raised white lettering on a color background is a
popular choice as well as black engraved-in lettering on
a metal hued background.
• When a bronze metal plaque is a bit too hefty for your
application, the laser engraved goldtone plaque fills in
with a classic look at a lower price point.
• All of our laser engraved signs can be created
ADA-compliant, including braille. Simply let us know if
your signs need to follow these requirements.
• Our laser engraved signs work perfectly in modular
systems, allowing for signs with interchangable panels
and directories that can be updated as needed.
• Because of their affordability, laser engraved signs are
often used to label entire buildings with wayfinding
systems, from room numbers to bathrooms.

Multi-layer commemorative plaque in goldtone

• Whether it’s a full directory and wayfinding system or
just a single sign we provide full design services to
help you design exactly what you need for the
application at hand.
Laser engraved signs are the perfect choice for
permanent interior signage. Affordable and versatile,
they are quick to install and can be interchangable. Ask
us today about your needs and how we can create the
perfect sign solution just for you.
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Silvertone laser
engraved plaque
with black
engraved letters

